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I bought "The Angels Talk" nearly three years ago, after I had apremonition I could not explain. I
have been able to contact my Angels and a few others' as well. Every thing they told me has come
true, in fact, they answered by telling me the answers to thoughts my friends and family had with out
my knowing. It wasn't until I told them their answer that they admitted to thinking or "praying" the
original questions.. this blew me away.If you have any doubts that the angels MAY be fallen ones,
or that there will be negative forces on it.. there will be. You must allow for only positive and realize
that evil and fear is the opposite of love and can't co-exist anywhere. Keep your expectations only
on positive, loving angels and that is what you will receive. I highly reccommend "The Angels Talk"
and would love to talk to someone else who has experienced similar experiences with it.

My friend and I played with an Angel Board at a Psychic convention we went to, and immediately
went out and bought our own. We've been playing for a month or so and have had a mix of
experiences. Many of the things it has told us could have come from our subconscious, but last
night we spoke to one who called itself a fallen angel, and used terms which neither of us were
familiar with, and was certainly not a term we would have used to describe ourselves. As another
reviewer mentioned, we have had a few instances of something non-angelic slipping through, but
most of the experiences with the board have been positive. Real or not, it's worth a look.

I bought my Angels Talk 8 months ago. I purposely waited to give my review. I have had the best 8
months of my life. I have never been so at peace with myself. My friends and family have said that I
am more patient and loving. I want everyone to know that Angels are very real. They are just waiting
for us to communicate with them. They want to talk to us as much as we want to talk to them. The
Angels have important and loving messages to give us and if we want, lessons to be learned. They
are very funny too! In a previous review, I was very sad to see a review by a person from Rome. I
think he missed a very important part of what the Angels Talk is all about. He is absolutely right
when he said people need to be careful of Ouiji type boards. He was right when he said people
sometimes don't realize what they're getting themselves into. What he missed was that you don't
need a Ouiji board to call spirits or worse, demons. Our minds are sooo powerful, all we have to do
is want it. The Angels Talk is to communicate with Angels and nothing else. You could bring
anything out if you chose to. "Be careful what you ask for, you may get it." This is very true. We
begin our session with a prayer, "We call on the Angels of God from the throne of grace to be with
us as we play, and only Angels of God." The Angels will protect you and will not allow anything
negative to come thru. We have only had loving, wonderful sessions and I have soo much better
understanding of my souls purpose in this lifetime. EVERY message from the Angels has had a
positive effect, even if it wasn't apparent at the time. I so hope you give it a chance. If you do, your
life will be changed forever and you will love it!

I have had "The Angels Talk" board for over a year and have never, ever had anything negative
come through. It has provided me with guidance,knowledge,and insight into my purpose in life. The
loving messages and answers to our questions have helped my partner and I grow spiritually. We
have also helped people with it by helping them connect with loved ones who have passed on. It
helps them to understand that they continue to exist after death and are deliriously happy where
they are at. I can't stress enough the importance of starting with a prayer and calling on the angels
of the throne of grace for protection before using this or any message board. As I said I have had
only positive energy come through and have connected with only entities of the highest realms. I'm
sure it makes the difference between a bad experience and a good one. Don't expect to have clear
messages come through immediately. You must learn to open your conciousness, free your mind of
clutter, and allow them to come through. It takes a little practice, and it helps if you have another
person do it with you. I would love to talk to others who have had similar experiences.
talkaboutangels@yahoo.com

Light some candles, drink a bit of wine, engage a dear friend to sit with you and contact your
guardian angel, and loved ones who've passed on. This is an amazing experience and gets better
with experience (as with all good things). Do you want answers? Because you will get them. The
angels joke, guide, and encourage. Its miraculous. I am a skeptic by nature but this "game" changed
my thinking completely.

Being a big fan of the Ouija board, when my friend told me about this book/game she had (Angels
Talk), I was a little apprehensive. After using the Ouija for so long, I didn't know how I would feel
about using a completely new source of communication.I loved it. This game connects you on such
a higher level with the spirits/angels. Though this game is out of print, I recommend trying to find
one either here or eBay. It's much better than a Ouija board.Keep in mind that, if you have a positive
attitude for playing, you will receive positive answers. And read the book before playing, don't just
dive head first into it.It will change your life...for the best.
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